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Since the dot-com bubble during late 1990s, E-commerce emerged as an
industry which has grown enormously during the last two decades around the globe.
Internet enabled people to connect each other through the cyber world and
eventually led to various Internet oriented companies to expand. Japan was one of
the countries that was affected by that bubble. One of the first mover of online
retail industry in Japan, Rakuten Ichiba, started its own business in May of 1997. In
the year of 2000 Rakuten went on public through on IPO on the OTC market,
which is currently TSE JASDAQ market. After the IPO, in that same year, in
November 11th, Amazon opened its Japanese branch. Comparing those two Ecommerce companies in the year of 2018, the revenue of Amazon Japan has
surpassed the revenue of Rakuten. Numerous medias are focusing the success of
Amazon in Japanese market, which is usually challenging obstacles for foreign
companies to succeed in Japan, and how Amazon was able to capture Japanese
domestic consumers.
The paper will examine how Amazon Japan successfully maintained and
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survived in Japanese E-commerce market through Last-movers Advantages, and
how Rakuten could not capture its First-movers Advantages. Consequentially, the
paper will figure out the key success factors of Amazon Japan and adduce some
insights to new or existing companies how to successfully differentiate from
dominating firms

KEYWORDS : Electronic Commerce, Rakuten, Amazon Japan, Japanese Online
Retail, Last-Mover Advantage, Innovative Differentiation Strategy
Student Number: 2016-26355
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I. Introduction

1. Background of Research
Electronic commerce in Japanese market has been growing in rapid pace
since the e-commerce market emerged. According to Ministry of Economy, Trade,
and Industry of Japan, the status of the last year business to customer e-commerce
marked about 9 trillion yen for the online retail business sector, and as in whole,
the market size is calculated as around 17 trillion yen in total. The whole EC
market includes three sectors: A) commercial/retail sector, B) service sector, and C)
digital sector. Comparing to the last year, the online retail sector of e-commerce
market increased about 8 percent.
Also, it is important to consider EC conversion rate from year to year. The
EC conversion rate provides information about how much e-commerce is being
used in that industry. A person, who will start a business or oversees a new business,
can get an overview of the future and the competitive environment. A high EC rate
implies that there are numerous firms which uses online as their distribution
channel and vice-versa. Within commercial/retail sector, EC conversion rate
marked around 6 percent, and it is projected to grow year by year. In 2010, EC
conversion rate was slightly below 3 percent, and currently it is almost doubled.
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Table 1: Japanese B to C EC Market Size
2017
Retail Sector

2018 Incremental Rate

9.6

9.3

8.12%

Service Sector

6

6.6

11.59%

Digital Sector

1.9

3.4

4.64%

16.5

17.9

8.96%

SUM

*in trillion YEN

(Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan)

Figure 1: B to C EC Market Size and Progress of EC Conversion Rate

(Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan)
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The main underlying reason for the market growth is due to the growth of
smartphone users. Among 9 trillion yen, which is the number from the EC market
size of commerce/retail sector, approximately 3.5 trillion yen is generated from
smartphone channel. Comparing to the last year, there was 21.5 percent increase in
smartphone channel.

Table 2: Market Size of EC through Smartphone Channel
2018 B to C EC Marketsize

9.3

2018 Smart Phone B to C EC Marketsize

3.7

Smart Phone Market Share of Total EC

39.30%

(Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan)

China and the United States take a huge share of the overall markets, but
still Japan is considered as one of the big markets within both retail and ecommerce. Japan takes about 4 percent of global e-commerce market, and 6
percent in global retail market. Since the growth rate of e-commerce, e-commerce
conversion rate, and smartphone users every year, gaining more global retail and ecommerce market share can be surmised.

３

Figure 2: Global Retail and EC Market Size by Region and Major Countries
(2018 estimates)

(Source: Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry of Japan)

Along with the rapid growth of Japanese EC market, there are
two rivals which play huge roles and have contributed the market enlargement:
Amazon Japan and Rakuten Ichiba. “Amazon.com was founded as an online
bookstore in July 1995 and went public in May 1997 (NASDAQ: AMZN). In June
1998, Amazon launched its music store. Since then, Amazon has become the most
prominent Internet retailer of a variety of products” (Darren, 2004) in the United
States. In the year of 2000, on November 11th, Amazon opened its Japanese branch
for selling books through online. According to the blog post, the market value of
book was $8 billion in Japan, which was even higher than that of America: $7
billion. In 2001, Amazon Japan marked about $150 million of revenue, 15 billion
yen, and then in 2005, Amazon Japan accomplished its revenue of $1 billion, 100
billion yen. This is remarkable factor since that Amazon Japan succeeded the
revenue of Maruzen, which is one of the biggest off-line book retail company.
４

(Happist, 2017) Amazon expended its selling products in wide range with in seven
months after the entry in Japanese market like Amazon did in the US market. They
sold music CDs, DVDs, games, videos, and even software. Therefore, Amazon’s
revenue generated just solely from books did not surpassed Maruzen’s revenue of
books sold. In the year of 2015, Amazon accomplished its revenue of $10 billion,
which is equivalent to 1 trillion yen, in Japan. Amazon Japan grew almost 15
percent year to year since the year of 2013. In 2016, comparing the revenue of
Amazon Japan to that of other Japanese retailing firms, Amazon japan ranked in 6th.
It surpassed Takashimaya, which is the second biggest department store in Japan,
and expected to even surpass Mitsukoshi Isetan Holdings, which is the biggest
department store in Japan. In 2018, yen-based sales in Japanese business increased
15.0% from the previous quarter to 1.535 trillion yen in annual average exchange
rate (111 yen).

Figure 3: Revenue of Amazon from 2013 until 2016
Year

Amazon Revenue

YOY Incremental Rate

2013

.74 Trillion Yen

19.40%

2014

.84 Trillion Yen

13.50%

2015

1 Trillion Yen

19.00%

2016

1.18 Trillion Yen

17.50%

(Source: www.weeklybiz.chosun.com)
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Figure 4: Japanese Retailing Firms Revenue in 2016
Japanese Retailing Firms Revenue Ranking in

Revenue

2016

(in trillion

Yen)

1

Ion

8.2

2

Seven and I Holdings

5.85

3

Fast Retailing

1.79

4

Yamada Electronics

1.56

5

Mitsukoshi Isetan Holdings

1.25

6

Amazon Japan

1.18

7

J Front Retailing

1.11

8

Takashimaya

0.92

(Source from: www.weeklybiz.chosun.com)

Figure 5: Revenue of Amazon Japan from 2010 until 2018

(Source: www.netshop.impress.co.jp)
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While Amazon Japan grew in rapid pace, Rakuten Ichiba threats the
position of Amazon Japan as the rival in Japanese e-commerce market. Since its
establishment in 1997, Rakuten has recorded rapid growth; starting as a small ecommerce company. In 2000, Rakuten went on public through on IPO on the OTC
market, which is currently TSE JASDAQ market. In 2004, it had diversified into
portal, auction, community, lottery and various other services and it was the second
ranked site in Japan, as measured by a unique audience, with only Yahoo! having
more monthly visits (MarketLine Case Study, Global e-retail expansion strategy,
2010).
Detailed information about revenues of past years data is unclear, but
roughly around the year of 2011, Rakuten started to decline its revenue growth
compared to Amazon Japan. Rakuten recorded its first the revenue of 1 trillion yen
in 2018, which is almost 2 years fallen behind than that of Amazon Japan.
According to IR information from Rakuten in 2018, out of its total 1 trillion-yen
revenue approximately 600 billion yen was generated from e-commerce.
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Figure 6: Revenue of Rakuten Japan from 1997 until 2018

(Source: www.stockclip.net)

The figure below provides the comparable market-share graphs between
Amazon Japan and Rakuten. The data is from 2012 until 2017. Until the year of
2015, even though it was a tight competition between these two firms, but Rakuten
had higher market-share then Amazon did. However, the situation reversed in favor
of Amazon Japan starting from 2016. The market-share of Rakuten marked about
23 percent and Rakuten took about 20 percent of the share in that year. The gap in
the year of 2017 broadened and market share of Rakuten is approximately 18
percent.
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Figure 7: Amazon and Rakuten Market Share

(Source: www.sellerschoice.digital)
CNBC also presents Japan Internet retail market share based on the data
from 2016 until 2017. As the numbers shown below, market share of Amazon
Japan is now exceeding that of Rakuten. The difference is not substantial, but this
provides an account of the fact that Amazon Japan has grown big enough and has
surpassed Rakuten, which had advantages due to early entry of the E-commerce
market.
Figure 8: Japan Internet Retail Market Share from 2016 until 2017

(Source: CNBC.COM)
９

2. Purpose of Research
The total revenue of Amazon Japan is exceeding that of Rakuten currently,
and even the market share of Amazon Japan in e-commerce market is higher than
that of Rakuten. Even though Rakuten started its business even three years prior to
Amazon did in Japan, the growth of Amazon Japan is unstoppable. How Amazon
could catch-up Rakuten is questionable and worthy to conduct its success factors.
This paper aims to address the strategies that Amazon Japan implemented to
overcome Rakuten, which had first-mover advantages, within Japanese electronic
commerce market.
First mover advantages have been discussed from scholars that a firm,
which entered to a market prior to other firms, can affect its growth due to various
factors (김정수, 지성구 2016). Also, existing studies mention about the fact that
gaining more market share of an industry can be found among first movers.
(Robinson, Kalyanaram and Urban 1994). However, like Amazon did in Japanese
e-commerce market, it is not always true that pioneer firms take over and dominate
a market. Some journals highlight that some of firms in mobile platform business
and Internet based business surmounted first-mover advantages and succeed in
catch-up of early entry firms (e.g. 김정수, 지성구 2016; Yungu Kang, Jingoo
Kang 2015).
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II. Literature Review

1. First-mover Advantages
First-mover advantages are a variety competitive advantages that a firm,
which entered to a market early, possess. As the result, a first-mover of a market
will earn positive economic profits.

Existing studies regarding first-mover

advantages explain how first-mover advantages can be developed for a firm within
a market and mechanisms behind those advantages (김정수, 지성구 2016).
Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) explained the whole process of the birth of a
first-mover and how that firm will eventually generate profits. The graph below
indicates that “first mover opportunity may occur because the firm possesses some
unique resources or foresight, or simply because of luck. Once this asymmetry is
generated a variety of mechanisms may enable the firm to exploit its position; these
mechanisms enhance the magnitude or durability (or both) of first-mover profits”
(Lieberman and Montgomery 1988)
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Figure 9: Birth of First-mover Advantages of Lieberman and Montgomery

Source: Lieberman and Montgomery (1988)

Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) explained in further about
mechanisms behind generating profits through utilizing first-mover advantages.
They emphasized three primary mechanisms which provide advantages toward a
first-mover of a market: 1) technological leadership, 2) preemption of assets, and 3)
buyer switching costs.
There are two basic mechanisms which enables technological leadership
of pioneering firms: “advantages derived from the ‘learning’ or ‘experience’ curve,
whether costs fall with cumulative output”, and “success in patent or R&D races,
where advances in product or process technology are a function of R&D
expenditures.” (Lieberman and Montgomery 1988).
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Preemption of assets is about acquisitioning scarce assets in advance by a
first-mover firm so that it can gain advantage from a late-mover firms. Assets can
be not only cashable resources, but also physical resources, geographic and product
characteristics space. In the journal, Lieberman and Montgomery mentioned the
empirical study done by Main (1995) to provide an example for preemption of
assets. Main “argues that the concentration of high-grade nickel deposits in a single
geographic area made it possible for the first company in the area to secure rights
to virtually the entire supply, and thus dominate world production for decade”
(Main 1955).
Buyers switching cost is another advantage that can be acquired by firstmovers. Switching cost means cost that is necessary for a buyer to move another
firm and purchase a good. Wernerfelt (1985) argues that since a “buyer adapts to
characteristics of the product and its supplier and thus finds its costly to change
over to another brand”, “late entrants must invest extra resources to attract
customers away from the first-mover firm” (Lieberman and Montgomery 1988).
The value of market share gets strengthened due to the existence of switching costs,
and pioneering firms tend to pursuit acquisitioning more market share. However,
Klemperer (1986) addresses “competition for share can dissipate profits”
(Klemperer, 1986).
Switching cost is indirectly related to network effect, which is also known
as network externality. The basic notion of network effect is as the number of users
within a certain network increases, utility of users within that network increases
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(Dickinger et al., 2008). Expansion of a user network directly influences the
increase of corresponding products or the value of service. Especially in the
Internet based-market, the network effect is one of the factors which challenges to
circumvent and leads to differentials between pioneering firms and late entry firms
(이상명, 최정일, 이권철 2008). The network effect naturally drives users to a
single service or a product, which results in users accepts that existing service or a
product as ‘the de facto standard’ and do not feel necessity of generating switching
costs to move to another service or product (김상훈 2013).
Unlike other scholars mentioned above, SangMyung Lee Jeongil Choi and
Kwonchul Lee (2008) take completely opposite stand. They empirically tested
“whether being an early mover in the Internet environment materially affects firm
performance”. The result was that the effectiveness of first-mover advantage on the
web does not exist, and the keys to a success of an online business firm are
securing trusts from users, customers, and expanding one’s market-share within
that industry.

2. Last-movers Advantages
Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) proposed disadvantages of firstmover in order to demonstrate advantages and benefits that some of late-mover
firms are likely to possess. They presented four key advantages of late-mover
firms: “(1) the ability to ‘free-ride’ on first-mover investments, (2) resolution of
technological and market uncertainty, (3) technological discontinuities that provide
１４

‘gate-ways’ for new entry, and (4) various types of ‘incumbent inertia’ that make it
difficult for the incumbent to adapt to environmental change” (Lieberman and
Montgomery 1988).
Free-ride of late-movers is that they can actually ‘free-ride’ numerous
investments that pioneering firms already made in advance, which are such as
R&D, buyer education, and infrastructure development. Since first-mover firms
already pioneered by spending its own asset and effort to educate users and set-up
basic infrastructural development for a new market, it is unnecessary for latemovers to pay those types of initial costs. Guasch and Weiss (1980) revealed
through their empirical study that late-movers tend to utilize skilled manpower and
information educated by first-movers with low-costs.
Second benefit is that resolution of technological and market uncertainty
can lead the way for late-mover firms to gain an edge over first-mover firms. Firstmovers of an undiscovered new market has high potential of dominating the market
due to obtaining high market-share of that market, but on the other side of the coin
those firms face a high degree of risk and possibly a failure to succeed. Latemovers can reduce the level of uncertainty through first-movers.
Shifts in technology or customer needs create a huge opportunity for late
entrants to surpass pioneering firms. Schumpeter (1961) explains the concept of
‘creative destruction’, which refers to a phenomenon that “existing products are
superseded by the innovations of new firms” (Lieberman and Montgomery 1988).
Scherer (1980) provides some cases regarding innovative entrants who
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revolutionized the existing market through new products or processes. The desire
and needs of consumers are dynamic, so if early entry firms do not react promptly
enough, late-mover firms will make chance out of it.
The last but not the least, Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) suggested
‘incumbent inertia’ might generate advantages to late-mover firms. They listed four
main roots which cause such inertia “(1) the firm may be locked-in to a specific set
of fixed assets, (2) the firm may be reluctant to cannibalize existing product lines,
or (3) the firm may become organizationally inflexible. These factors inhibit the
ability of the firm to respond to environmental change or competitive threats”
(Lieberman and Montgomery 1988).

3. Competitive Strategies
Porter (1985) identified three generic strategies by which firms in an
industry may attempt to gain a competitive advantage over their rivals. Late-entrant
firms may exercise these competitive strategies to raise their own value and profits
simultaneously. He presents various techniques for using the industry framework
for analyzing industries and for determining competitive moves of industry rivals,
recognizing market signals, identifying strategic groups, and recognizing changes
in an industry’s structure over time. 1) cost leadership, 2) differentiation, and 3)
focus are three competitive strategies that Porter offers.
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Figure 10: Competitive Strategies of Porter

source: Porter (1985)

The figure above explains how his generic competitive strategies works.
“The two basic types of competitive advantage combined with the scope of
activities for which a firm seeks to achieve them lead to three generic strategies for
achieving above-average perforamce in an industry” (Porter 1985). He further
addresses that it is mendatory for a firm to make a choice if a firm wants to
acomplish a competitive advantage and “the scope within which it will attain it”
(Porter 1985).
The first competitive strategy is cost leadership. The idea basis on the
precondition that a firm produces or sells a product with a low-cost. “If a firm can
achieve and sustain overall cost leadership, then it will be an above-average
performer in its industry provided it can command prices at or near the industry
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average. At equivalent or lower prices than its rivals, a cost leader’s low cost
position translates into higher returns” (Porter 1985).
The second generic strategy is differentiation. In this strategy, a firm tends
to seek for its uniqueness within “its industry along some dimensions that are
widely valued by buyers. It selects one or more attributes that many buyers in an
industry perceive as important, and uniquely position itself to meet those needs.
Differenciation can be applied in products, service, delivery system, and etc. He
states “a firm that can achieve and sustain differentiation will be an above-average
performer in its industry if its price premium exceeds the extra costs incurred in
being unique” (Porter 1985).
The last not the least, the third generic strategy is focus. The difference
between cost leadership and differentiation is that the focus strategy selects a
narrow competitive scope within an industry. “The focuser selects a segment or
group of segments in the industry and tailors its strategy to serving them to the
exclusion of others” (Porter 1985). There are two variants based on which
competitive advantage a firm choses. Cost focus firms will seek a cost advantage in
its target segment, and differentiation focus firms will seek differentiation in its
target segment.
However, there are also an unique senario where a firm can attain both
cost leadership and differentiation at the same time. Porter uses Crwon Cork, which
is the company in the metal container industry, He lists three conditions for
achieving both comparative advantages: 1) competitors are stuck in the middle, 2)
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cost is strongly affected by share or interrelationships, and 3) a firm pioneers a
major innovation.
The last precondition mentioned above will be the key notion for this
paper. Porter (1985) addresses that “introducing a significant technological
innovation can allow a firm to lower cost and enhance differentiation at the same
time, and perhaps achieve both strategies. He direcetly mentioned “the introduction
of new information system technology to manage logistics” can have this effect.
However, there is a risk that another firm within the same industry might gain the
similar or identical ability, and eventually challenge the orginial firm to choose
between two comparative advantages: cost or differentitation.

4. Imitation Strategies
Along with competitive strategies, imitation strategies are considered as
strategies which are effective for risk aversions and catching up pioneering firms.
Schnaars (1994) has identified three different types of imitation strategies to
address how firms, especially late-comers, can acquire comparative advantages
among other existing firms. The first strategy is to acquire comparative advantage
in terms of cost through imitating or copying products, designs, or services, which
consist of no difficulty in imitation.
The second strategy is not just exactly imitating what already exists but
add value to a product through inputting innovativeness, and eventually create
differentiation from the precedent.
１９

The third imitation strategy is using both low-cost and differentiation in
balance to maintain competitive advantages. Schnaars (1994) explains that latecomers sell on equal low cost as first-movers do, and at the same time those latecomers seek differentiation through marketing.
The imitation strategies explained by Schnaars is like what Porter (1985)
addresses through his competitive strategies. The difference is that imitation
strategies seek comparative advantages through imitation of what first-movers have
accomplished so far, but comparative strategies of Porter highlights comparative
advantages that firms could take without focusing on imitation.
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III. Research Question

1. Hypothesis
Yungu Kang and Jingoo Kang (2015) set up their thesis as follow: it is
possible to defend and protect market-share or dominance of a first-mover firm by
just maintaining its unique strengths that enable a first-mover firm to position itself.
They suggest late-mover firms should consider about various markets and not just
limiting themselves in a geographic location. However, this theory does not prove
the case of Amazon.com. Amazon achieved its success in its home-ground, the
United States, and even took over the number one place in Japanese e-commerce.
Like mentioned in First-mover Advantage section, the network effect is the biggest
threat toward late-entrants. As an early entrant of the market, without a doubt,
Rakuten had possessed this the network effect to strengthen its positioning, but it
did not last long.
Lieberman and Montgomery (1988) and Porter (1985) both mentioned
about innovations of firms can lead to unexpected outcome. Liberman and
Montgomery (1988), Schumpeter (1961), and Scherer (1980) present
innovativeness of a late-mover leads to its advantage over a first-mover.
Furthermore, Porter (1985) addresses the term ‘innovation’ to convey a firm can
possess both competitive advantages, which are low-cost and differentiation, if a
firm has uniqueness through innovative differentiations. Through reviews on
existing studies, it is possible to conclude that innovation is the central pillar for a
２１

firm to maintain its late-mover advantage, implement competitive strategies, and
eventually overcome the first-mover advantages. The paper will introduce a term
‘Innovative Strategy’ to refer the strategy, which is maintaining both two main
comparative strategies mentioned above, that a late-entrant uses to overcome firstmover advantages.
The first hypothesis can be addressed as follow.

Hypothesis 1: Innovative Strategy enables a last-mover firm to sustain
last-mover advantages and to nullify first-mover advantages.

However, it is necessary to consider about re-catch-up of those fallen firstentratns. Imitation strategies are poweful strategies for firms to take, in order to
catch-up and compete with their rivals. Schnaars (1994) mentions imitation
strategies are effective strategies to hedge against risks through learning from
precedent experiences and can contribute as much to profits of entities. Schnaars
highlights imitation strategies of late-entrants to obtain comparative advantages,
but those strategies are not only limited to late-entrants. Zhang and Markamn
(1998) introduces the case of Microsoft to address the value of imitation strategies.
It is challenging to maintain innovative differentiation in services or products that
consist of high possbility to emulate. Porter (1985) emphasizes the threat of his
comparative strategies. The precondition for possessing both competitive
advantages simulatenously is only through unduplicatable innovations.
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Based on the notions above, the second hypothesis can be addressed as
follow.

Hypothesis 2: Imitation strategy enables a fist mover firm to reemerge and
sustain first-mover advantages and nullify last-mover advantages.

The key essence of the analysis in the Chapter Three will be hypothesis
testings regarding those two generated hypothesis. Hypothesis 1 will test how
Amazon could overcome Rakuten through what kind of strategical directions in
Japanese e-commerce market. Hypothesis 2 will test to examine was Rakuten able
to counteract and re-catch up its lost first-mover and competitive advantages. The
paper will try to identify what kind of revolutionary innovations Amazon
implemented and the implication toward future moves of Rakuten. In the last,
Chapter Four concludes with the findings, the limitations, and the possible research
in the future.
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IV. Case Study

1. Amazon: Innovative Strategy
In online platform business, the main advantage that a pioneering firm
possess is the network effect. In Chapter Two, under First-Mover Advantages
section, the network effect is thoroughly explained. As the number of users within a
certain network increases, utility of users within that network will likely increase
(Dickinger et al., 2008). More users within a certain network will generated more
utility than the other network which consist of less users. Enhancement of
convenience and value of a network is the network effect. Rakuten Ichiba founded
in the year of 1997, which was three years prior to establishment of Amazon Japan.
For three years, Rakuten had few, almost none, firms to compete with in Japanese
e-commerce. Before the year of 2016, the market share of Rakuten was higher, not
significantly but slightly, than that of Amazon Japan. However, the current status of
Rakuten is fallen first-mover in Japanese e-commerce market. The reason for the
success of Amazon Japan to take the first place of Japanese e-commerce and
nullify the first-mover advantage of Rakuten is the innovation of logistics
management system, which broadened the gap between Amazon and Rakuten.
Understanding Fulfillment by Amazon is the key to understand the
success of Amazon not only in Japanese e-commerce market but also in global.
According to Amazon official website, it mentions that “Amazon has one of the
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most advanced fulfillment networks in the world. With Fulfillment by Amazon
(FBA), you store your products in Amazon’s fulfillment centers, and we pick, pack,
ship, and provide customer service for these products. FBA can help you scale your
business and reach more customers” Simply putting, Fulfillment by Amazon is a
service offered by Amazon to sellers who uses Amazon Marketplace, which is an ecommerce platform owned and operated by Amazon that enables third-party sellers
to sell new or used products, for their sales. As an additional information, Amazon
Marketplace enabled Amazon to provide various types of products through its ecommerce platform. This is very similar to business model of Rakuten, but
Amazon also operates direct sales. In the year of 2017, the overall purchase
breakdown of Amazon globally appeared that more than 50% of products were sold
through Amazon Marketplace. Returning to the main topic, through Fulfillment by
Amazon, Amazon carried away the burdens of retailers, which are product storage,
shipping, and customer support. Retailers just simply need to send their products to
Amazon and they will manage everything for them. The fee for using FBA in the
US is either paying $1 per item sold or become a professional seller in Amazon by
paying a subscription fee of $39.99 without any additional selling fees. In Japan, its
either paying 1 Yen per item sold or paying a subscription fee of 4900 Yen without
any additional selling fees.
Naruke (2019), the author of Amazon’s Ambition, thoroughly explains
services of FBA which Amazon provides. For private operators and small
businesses with limited manpower, the service will be a huge help to them.
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Amazon's delivery and customer service features allow those small retailers to have
contacts with millions of customers worldwide by just joining Fulfillment by
Amazon service.
If a retailer is using FBA service, Amazon posts Amazon Prime logo on its
corresponding product page of a seller, in order for customers to notice that
Amazon handles the whole process of logistics holistically from packing even until
customer services. The Prime mark refers that a free shipment or overnight delivery
is possible. This drives customers to choose this seller for their purchases. FBA
operates its storehouse throughout all year. Even in weekends, overnight delivery
service is possible. Therefore, using FBA can meet desires or needs of customers,
who hope to receive their products as soon as possible.
The FBA also simplified the process of exportation. Simply using FBA of
a country which sellers want to export enables retailers to export their products
globally. Depending on countries, there is a list of products which are permitted or
prohibited to import. Decides those restricted products, Amazon execute the whole
process of exportation for them. Amazon predicts demands of a product, which a
seller wants to export, for each country based on purchase data so far. Amazon then
distributes the products to its storages automatically. When a customer orders that
product, the product is shipped from the closest storage. Through FBA, small
retailers just need to decide and plan what they want to sell as their products, leave
the design and manufacturing to Chinese companies, and sell them through
logistics network of Amazon. With this kind of business structure, even individuals
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can start businesses worth tens of billions of dollars on their own. This explains
why number of signed FBA users are increasing. Amazon provides beneficial
services not only toward customers but also toward third-party seller through
Amazon Marketplace.
The FBA generates difference in terms of security issues compared to
Rakuten. All the purchases made in Amazon platform are processed through
Amazon. However, in Rakuten, consumers pay directly to each seller. From the
stance of consumers, since it is unnecessary for consumers to provide their creditcard information to individual sellers, consumers feel secured when they use
Amazon Japan.
This logistics management system, which basically operates all the middle
process on behalf of a seller, operated by Amazon through FBA creates
differentiation from Rakuten. The reason why Amazon could forge its own logistics
management system is because of the difference in business model compared to
Rakuten.
Naruke (2019) also explains the business model difference between
Rakuten and Amazon Japan in his book. Rakuten acts like a landlord, which means
that Rakuten lends a online marketplace for retailing firms to operate its online
retail business, and receives the renting fees from those retailers. Commission fees
from those retailers are the main source of profit, so retailers are the main clients of
Rakuten.
Main business of Amazon is selling its self-purchased products plus
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products from third-party through Amazon Marketplace like Rakuten. Amazon has
maintained its own unique logistics management system for most of the items sold
through Amazon website. The main clients of Amazon are consumers who pays for
what they have purchased through the website.
Business model of Rakuten limits itself to provide a space for retailers to
sell their products through Rakuten. Therefore, Rakuten does not need to gain
distribution network nor care about inventory management like Amazon. This
means that Rakuten can increase its number of retailers easily without spending
time or money. In contrast, Amazon spends astronomical figures every year for its
investments, which also includes widening its logistics channel and system. Early
growth of Rakuten in Japanese e-commerce market was faster than Amazon due to
reasons mentioned above. Amazon Japan required time to establish stable business
foundation. Amazon needed to accumulate its knowledge of logistics management
and, the most importantly, to expand its own logistics center to store and manage
its products.
Creating its own logistics center realized FBA, its logistics management,
and was the key to lead innovative differentiation. There are two different types of
storage in Amazon. First one is Fulfillment Center, FC, and the second is Delivery
Station, DS. Basically, each operates as what their name stands for. FC is for a
logistics center for managing its products until delivery, and DS is for moving
those ready-to-ship products to delivery companies. In Japan, Yamato Transport
Co., Ltd manages Amazon’s delivery. Amazon Japan does not operate its own
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delivery system like in the United States, but there is a high percentage that
Amazon is also likely to operate its delivery system in Japan in the future because
Yamato Transport has raised its fee in 2017 (Naruke, 2019). According to the
official website of Amazon, in Japan, there are 15 Fulfilment Centers and 5
Delivery Stations. Among those logistics centers, 10 of them are located in Kanto
region, which is the largest island of Japan and includes Tokyo. Since Amazon is a
company which manages stocks of Amazon and other retailers, obtaining a facility
to oversee and store its products was inevitable. Owning its own logistics center
enables Amazon to manage products of its own and third-party retailers, accelerate
its shipping, and all of the benefits mentioned above regarding Fulfillment by
Amazon. Since Rakuten does not own its own logistics center, it is impossible to
package various products from different vendors and ship them at once to
customers. Also, fast shipping like Amazon is difficulty to accomplish by Rakuten
because Rakuten is not involved in any of those distribution process.
It is evident that Amazon could create difference from Rakuten through its
own logistics, but this strength also leads Amazon to gain power in terms of costs.
Through opening its Amazon Marketplace, this led Amazon to sell its own products
cheaper than any of other e-commerce firms in Japan. To be precise, the purchase
data acquired through Amazon Marketplace from third-party retailers led Amazon
to maintain its low costs of products. Naruke (2019) compared the price of a cup
noodle through various e-commerce websites and the price of it in Amazon was
almost 20 percent cheaper than the second cheapest price in an e-commerce
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website. In the beginning Amazon only operated direct sales through its website,
but as time passed, Amazon opened its Amazon Marketplace. As the result,
currently Amazon has third-party retailers selling price data. For example, if a
third-party retailer of Amazon Marketplace sells a certain product, and it became
one of the most selling items in Amazon. Afterwards, Amazon will sell the same
product with cheaper cost through Amazon website. Following the same steps,
Amazon sells best-selling products than any other of its competitors. Amazon is
breaking a remunerative price in the market, but other smaller online retailers have
no option but to compete against Amazon. Third-party retailers are afraid that their
revenue will drop by not using Amazon Marketplace. Since Amazon has its
logistics system and center, Amazon could purchase popular items in bulk with
cheaper price than other retailers. Rakuten cannot follow this kind of process
because Rakuten does not operate direct sales nor own any logistics center to store
products.
In the table below explains the two different business models of Amazon
and Rakuten. It briefly identifies pros and cons of its individual business model
explained in previous paragraphs.
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Table 3: Business Model of Amazon and Rakuten

(Source: Naruke (2019))

Amazon Prime Membership also contributed Amazon to maintain lowcost in terms of shipping. Amazon Prime is membership that any Amazon users can
sign-up by paying annual fee. According to Jeff Bezos, the CEO of Amazon, told to
his shareholders through his letters that the number of people who signed-up for
Amazon Prime Membership exceed 100 million people. In Japan, Amazon Prime
started at the year of 2007, the total number of those members in Japan is yet
unidentified, but it is promising that the number will still rise in the future.
Currently, Amazon offers the annual fee of 3900 Yen in Japan, which is
comparatively cheaper than in the United States. In the United States, the annual
fee is 119 dollars. It is likely that Amazon will gradually raise the annual fee in
Japan also like Amazon did in the United States.
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Figure 11:

Amazon Prime Membership

(Source: Amazon.com)
The figure above provides services that Amazon Prime members can use.
Variety of books through Kindle, TV series, movies, and animations are readable
and watchable. However, the most important benefit of Amazon Prime is that a
customer can receive his or her products with fast free shipping. Therefore, Prime
members do not need to pay any shipping costs. Let’s say if one customer is an
active e-commerce user. If that person orders more than about 30 times per year,
Amazon Prime Membership can save his or her money. Rakuten has Point System
to provide some low costs in terms of shopping, but fast delivery can be only done
with Amazon because again, Amazon has its own innovative logistics system.
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The company slogan of Amazon is to "build the Earth's most customercentric company". Based on strategies that Amazon Japan utilizes are generated
from customer-oriented mindset. How to fulfill customers’ needs was the key to
create difference to Rakuten.

2. Rakuten: Imitation Strategy
Until December of 2017, the number of online retailers who uses Rakuten
platform are around 45,000. For recent several years, this number have not changed.
Amazon is the biggest threat toward Rakuten. Rakuten facing troubles in product
composition, product prices. Currently Rakuten is now facing a significant turning
point.
Naruke (2019) not only emphasizes the progress and performances of
Amazon, but also propose the status of Rakuten in terms of its logistics. Rakuten
also recognized that its weak logistics took strong measures to counter Amazon. In
2010, the company set up a specialized company called Rakuten Logistics to set up
a logistics center in eight locations that will replace deliveries by store operators
across Japan. However, the company was disbanded and suddenly stopped.
In the book, he explains the reason why such a plan did not go well was
that Rakuten increased the cost of expanding in its logistics hubs at once. In fact,
even if a logistics center is built, it cannot function properly within short period of
time. Accumulated knowledge is required in managing warehouses, including
receiving and organizing goods, and in accurate packing and shipping. In order to
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build logistics management system like Amazon, it costs a huge amount of
investment. Logistics hubs of Rakuten remains at the same level for past few years.
There were total in three: two in Ichikawa city and one in Kawanishi city. The total
floor space exceeds 150,000 square meters. The total floor space of the Odawara
logistics center, which Amazon has started operating, is over 200,000 square
meters. One logistics center in Odawara alone surpasses the entire area of Rakuten
logistics centers.
Regarding delivery, Rakuten is investing in a company in the United
States. It is a carpool service company that uses Smartphones as an intermediary.
They are also trying to improve their shipping ability by starting Rakubin, which
arrives in 20 minutes on order and currently changed its name to Rakuten Delivery
Premium. Thanks to such efforts, some regions are showing off its delivery
capabilities ahead of Amazon. However, it is hard to compete with Amazon, which
has invested in logistics for a long time since its business operation in Japan, in
terms of logistic aspects.
To a certain extent, Rakuten tried to improve its logistics but it was
challenging for Rakuten to re-catch-up the tail of surpassed Amazon. At this point
in time, Rakuten just marked 1 trillion Yen in its revenue, which Amazon
accomplished in 2016 already. However, recent strategies that Rakuten proposed
signify that Rakuten will incorporate its new but similar strategies which Amazon
used.
It is possible to glimpse the future of its logistics through Corporate
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Report of Rakuten in 2018. The report addresses “One Delivery” concept, which
refers that plan of Rakuten to “provide integrated delivery services based on
continual management of the entire process from the ordering of products to final
delivery”. Rakuten emphasizes its Rakuten Super Logistics, which is basically act
same role as Fulfillment by Amazon, will enhance its role within Japan. In the year
of 2019, Rakuten has opened its new distribution centers in Nagareyama City,
Chiba Prefecture and Hirakata City, and Osaka Prefecture. The report further
explains about other solutions regarding logistics. “Rakuten EXPRESS provides
delivery service for consumer goods and household consumables sold through ecommerce services provided by Rakuten Direct, as well as products sold by
Rakuten Books and Rakuten BRAND AVENUE”.
In the report, Rakuten highlights the “further enhancements to last-onemile services”, which refers to the distance from a customer to a company-owned
storage center. In addition, Rakuten mentions its surprising plan that it “plans to
introduce uniform shipping charges for all Rakuten Ichiba merchants” in order to
eliminate “variations in shipping charges from store to store” due to its B2B2C
business model. Based on these strategic moves of Rakuten, it is evident that
Rakuten is considering about the power of Amazon logistics and appears that
Rakuten tries to re-catch-up Amazon by imitating Amazon logistics strategies.
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Figure: Logistics Plan and Progress of Rakuten

(Source: Rakuten Corporate Report 2018)

The business model of Rakuten is focusing on online retailers who are
using its e-commerce platform. However, Rakuten attempts to imitate Amazon
logistics system and follow foot-steps of Amazon from now on. Rakuten tries to
enhance its logistics mangement system, delivery speed, and logistics centers.
Since Rakuten just started its imitation strategy, it is hard to see dramatical change
in terms of marketshare and revenue yet. In 2018, the total revenue of Revenue is
about 2/3 of the total revenue of Amazon. Also number of Rakute logistics center
are far less than that of Amazon. It is not noticable yet, but no one knows what is
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the future going to be.

3. Findings
Through out the analysis of Amazon Japan and Rakuten, it was possible to
conclude that the innovative strategy, in this case owning its own logtistics center,
was the key to maintain the late-mover advantages and surpass the first-mover
advantages. The innovative strategy has brought both cost-leadership and
differenciation to Amazon Japan in Japanese e-commerce market. The prevailing
first-movers advantages in online business is the network effect. Once a certain
network grows its size in the beginning, it is challenging for late-entrant firms to
grow a bigger network than the existing one. Utility will be better and at the same
time, users need to pay switching cost when they hope to switch to a different
network. However, Amazon maximized its late-mover advantages, which was
generating a new opportunity from the shift of consumer needs, while using its
innovative strategy to nullify the first-mover advantage.
Since the business model of Rakuten expemts the whole logistics process,
there are three main comparative benefits of using Amazon instead of Rakuten: 1)
fast shipping, 2) low costs of products and shipping, 3) taking away burdens of
third-party online retailers. For number 1 and 2, these matters satisfy needs of
consumers, and the thrid benefit satisfies needs of third-party online retailers. From
this analysis, it is evident that Amazon understood needs of both consumer plus
online retailers. Eventually the the network effect of Rakuten nullified and let
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customers to switch its main e-commerce website to Amazon Japan. Until recently,
Rakuten focused on its online retailers because receiving renting fee from those
online retailers was the main source of revenue. It is apparent that Rakuten
emphasized the connection between the company and its online retailers.
The company slogan of Amazon is to "build the Earth's most customercentric company". Just like this slogan, Amazon tried to find the best solutions
toward its customers. However, Amazon treated its third-party online retailers just
like its customers. The answer of Amazon was to manage its own logistics center to
provide better services through Amazon platform. As the result, purchasing its own
logistics center gave birth to Fulfillment by Amazon and slowly shorten the
distance to Rakuten. Amazon and Rakuen, which both have been leading Japanese
e-commerce industry since late 1990, shows its differnce clearly in terms of growth
due to their different directions of companies.

Figure 12: Innovative Strategy of Amazon Japan
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Imitation Strategy of Rakuten is not successful from current status.
However, since the plan of Rakuten to imitate logistics system of Amazon is
announced recently, it requires some time to examine the effect of its strategy,
whether it is succeful or failure. Also, it is hard to conclude that Rakuten
successfully copied the logistics of Amazon. However, the fact that Rakuten also
seeks to enhance its logistics demonstrates that logistics is the key to make
difference and contribute to the growth of the firm.
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V. Conclusion and Limitations

1. Conclusion
Through literature reviews regarding first-mover and last-mover
advantages, previous studies about these two theories can be found. Based on the
research, the paper analyzes the case of Amazon and Rakuten to answer the
question how Amazon Japan could maintain its last-mover advantages and took
down Rakuten from the first place.
The finding was that logistics enabled Amazon Japan to raise its revenue
exponentially and eventually gain more market-share in Japanese e-commerce
market. Building its own unique logistics management system was the innovative
strategy of Amazon and proven the reason why Rakuten could not sustain its firstmover advantages and fallen behind in the last. This finding does not prove to be
true only in Japanese e-commerce market, but also demonstrates how Amazon is
taking over retail market globally.

2. Implication
Based on the case studies of Amazon Japan and Rakuten on the previous
chapter, the hypothesis 1: Innovative Strategy enables a last-mover firm to sustain
last-mover advantages and to nullify first-mover advantages, approves to be
correct. Managing its own logistics centers led Amazon Japan exercise its last-
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mover advantages, and gain its competitiveness within Japanese e-commerce
market.
The hypothesis 2: Imitation strategy enables a fist mover firm to reemerge
and sustain first-mover advantages and nullify last-mover advantages approves to
be incorrect so far. To be exact, it is difficult to conclude effect of imitation strategy
of Rakuten. The effect will be visible around at least few more years, because it
took about 15 years to gain more marketshare of Japanese e-commerce than
Rakuten.
Theoretical implication from this paper is that last-mover advantages
exists if a late-entrant possess an unique technology which is difficult for other
firms to imitate. In this case, Amazon proves how late-entrants could exercise its
late-mover advantages.
Previous studies did not analyzed the success of Amazon Japan from lastmover perspectives, so the paper tries to analyze how Amazon Japan could take
over the first place in Japanese e-commerce market. Constructing its own unique
logitics and eventually utilzing it is the essence which eneabled Amazon to exercise
its last-mover advantages and nullify first-movers advantages. Amazon could
capture the shift of consumer needs through providing consumer-oriented services.
Also Amazon fulfilled its supply-side, third-party online retailer, to generate
satisfaction toward both groups. Amazon used innovative strategy, which is to
maintaining both cost-leadership and differenciation, to gather unsatisfied users
from other e-commerce websites, which includes Rakuten. However, the process of
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gaining more marketshare than Rakuten took a long time to achieve because fully
functioning its logistics system is complicated.
In online business model, unlike oil industry which is mentioned in the
Chapter 2, it is challenging to maintain a marketshare of a firm because of endless
competition. The main take away from this case study is that when entering to an ecommerce market, possessing its own comparative edge, which are challenging to
imitate by other competitors is the key to success. Amazon Japan took a long
period of time to establish its own logistics, which is difficult to imitate by other
existing firms. This kind of comparative edge is the key to succeess not only
limited to Japanese e-commerce market , but as in the whole. Start-ups or foreign
firms need to consider about their own unique strengths to compete with their
rivals and surive in this endless competition.

3. Limitations
Amazon Japan and Rakuten, both companies expands its business not just
limiting themselves to e-commerce market. Through Amazon Prime, users can
access to various types of entertainments, such as cloud service system, music, and
video streaming services. Rakuten is more grandiose in terms of diversification of
its business. Rakuten entered to sports business, telecommunication sector, and
even Japanese finance market. Rakuten raised its brand power and broadened its
service by expanding its business criteria and suctioning consumers to Rakuten
world. Since it was difficult to examine revenue generated from sole e-commerce
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business of each firm, it was difficult to observe which exact year Amazon
surpassed Rakuten.

Figure13: Business Diversification of Rakuten

(Source: Rakuten Corporate Report 2018)

Since there were no empirical data to prove the reasons for the success of
Amazon, the analysis of the paper might be less informative. For example, if there
were data which measured the network effect of Amazon and Rakuten from year to
year, the more accurate analysis could have done.
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1990년대

후반의

닷컴

버블

이후로

부터,

전자상거래

(e-

commerce)는 최근 20년간 전세계적으로 빠른 속도로 성장하고 있다.
인터넷은 사람과 사람을 온라인상으로 연결 시켜주어, 결국엔 많은
인터넷 중심으로 사업을 이끄는 신규 회사들이 많이 탄생 하였다.
일본도 닷컴 버블로 인하여 영향을 받은 나라들 중에 하나였다. 일본
온라인 유통업의 선발주자이었던 라쿠텐은 1997년 5월 회사가 설립
되었다. 2000년에는, 라쿠텐은 OTC마켓에서 IPO를 함으로써 상장을
하였다. 그 같은 해의 11월에, 아마존이 일본에 자회사를 설립하였다.
지금 최근 2018년도 기점으로 이 두회사를 비교해보면, 아마존재팬의
매출이

라쿠텐의

매출을

능가하였다.

다양한

언론과

미디어에서는

어떻게 해외기업이 진출하기 어려운 시장중 하나인 일본시장을 아마존이
성공적으로

진출

했는지를

눈여겨

보고있고,

어떻게

일본

국내

소비자들의 마음을 잡을 수 있던 원인에 대하여 궁금해한다.
이번 연구에서는 아마존 재팬이 어떻게 후발우위를 지키면서
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라쿠텐을
있었는지에

제치고

일본

대하여

EC시장에서

알아

성공적으로

보려고한다.

자리를

결과적으로

잡을

수

아마존재팬의

성공요인에 대하여 알아보고 선발우위성을 가지고 있는 기업들을 어떻게
제칠수 있는지 제시한다.
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